This keynote address takes up the conference theme and argues for greater diversification and innovation-in method and topic-in Information Systems research and curricula design. Basing my arguments on my own-and others'-recent critiques of calls for a narrowing of our focus on the information technology artefact and IS design, I will highlight the expanding boundary of the field of Information Systems and what this means for the IS academy in terms of innovation and diversification in our research and teaching.
for a "cumulative tradition." In 1985, I myself went looking for "a paradigm" for Information Systems research (Galliers 1985) . Soon afterward, my colleague at Bentley College, Mary Culnan, wrote on the "intellectual development" (1986) and "intellectual structure" (Culnan 1987 ) of MIS; Banville and Landry (1989) asked whether MIS could "be disciplined"; Backhouse, Liebenau, and Land (1991) considered the domain of the "discipline of Information Systems." More recently, Orlikowski and Iacono (2001) went ("desperately") to seek "the IT in IT research," and Weber (2003) was still desperate two years later. I could go on.
Why all this introspection? Another Bentley colleague of mine-Lynne Markusposes the question: "What happens if the field of IS goes away?" (Markus 1999 ), a view echoed by Lucas (1999) . For Markus, we are at a crossroads. Either we become one of the truly important fields in business, or-alternatively-different aspects of the field devolve into other subject areas of business. So concerned are some of our colleagues about the latter scenario that they argue for disciplinary purity-only by returning attention to the IT artefact, and focusing on IS design and development as the discipline's "core" (e.g., Zmud 2003, 2006) will we retain our place in the academic universe.
In this presentation, a contrary stance is taken. Developments in the field are viewed as a case of natural evolution. There is an implicit, early Kuhnian worldview underpinning Benbasat and Zmud's and Weber's arguments. A central feature of Kuhn's earlier consideration of scientific communities (Kuhn 1961) was the concept of paradigm-a monistic vision of science, which required revolution to take place in order for any movement from the core. Banville and Landry (1989, p. 49 ) develop the theme:
[Adherents to this view] use the term paradigm as meaning [that] members of a scientific discipline…always know precisely the relevant research topics… the appropriate research methods and the proper interpretation of results.
The argument I put forth in my earlier work (Galliers 2003, p. 156 ) takes on a very different interpretation: "any field that is able critically to reflect on itself and range widely over related subject matter actually enhances its legitimacy." On reflection, Benbasat and Zmud are modernists, while I take a post-modernist stance.
Postmodernism rejects boundaries and rigid genre distinctions. It emphasizes pastiche, parody, and bricolage. It favors reflexivity and self-consciousness, fragmentation and discontinuity, ambiguity. It places emphasis on the destructured, the decentered, and the absence of solutions. While much the same can be said of modernism, postmodernism differs in relation to its stance on these issues. Modernism-like postmodernism-presents this fragmented view of human subjectivity, history and the world we live in, but does so with a measure of angst. It presents this fragmentation as something tragic, something to be lamented and something to be concerned about. I see the arguments of Benbasat and Zmud, and Weber, among others, in this light. They, like many modernist thinkers, try to uphold the idea that we as a "discipline" should accentuate the unity, coherence, and meaning that they lament as being lost in much of recent IS literature that has somehow forgotten the "core"-which in their terms is the IT artifact. Postmodernism, in contrast, doesn't lament the idea of fragmentation, provisionality, or incoherence, but rather celebrates all this. The world is meaningless? Let's not pretend that we can make meaning then, let's just play with nonsense; let's enjoy the incongruities, the range of stances we take, and the emergence-the new knowledge that arises from the confluence of ideas emanating from our different worldviews. Let's continue to explore terra incognita. Who knows what we might find. In other words: "Don't worry, be happy" (Galliers 2006, p. 326). 3 This keynote presentation will develop the theme of emergence and innovation, emphasizing the need for a dynamic, explorative approach to the IS field-one that is transdisciplinary by its very nature, and one that ranges from user interaction with the technological artefact-yes-but one that has also expanded-most appropriately-to concern itself with, for example, societal, ethical and global issues (Galliers et al. 2007 ). This is how diversity and innovation in our field is to be found.
